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Hybrid algorithms



Overview

1. Introduction: History
2. The genetic code
3. The canonical genetic algorithm
4. Examples & Variants of GA
5. The schema theorem
6. Hybrid algorithms
7. Evolutionary robotics
8. GP



Number of generations required to discover the optimal solution
Strings of 20 characters ci={0,1}, P=100, f(c) = Σ ci (“all-ones” problem)

Initialization: a) ci=0 with prob. ½ and ci=1 otherwise or b) c=(0,…,0)



The Schema Theorem

Beyond the schema theorem:
How do schemata arise? 

Constructive role of mutation and crossover
Mean fitness changes if more fit individuals are around

Other ways to change the fitness?
Which genes belong to a good schema?

The algorithm does not easily distinguish 
important genes from “hitchhikers”









Evolution theory

Jean Baptist Lamarck: First truly cohesive theory of 
evolution [Inheritance of acquired characters] (around 1800)

Charles Darwin: Natural selection
(On the Origin of Species, 1859)

Herbert Spencer: Survival of the fittest
(Principles of Biology, 1864)

1866: Gregor Mendel: Rules of inheritance in pea plants
1905: “Genetics” (William Bateson)
1953: DNA structure (Crick and Watson)
1977: virus genome, 2003 Human genome (99%)



The Baldwin effect
“A new factor in evolution” (James Baldwin, 1896)

Selection for learning ability (rather than relying only on 
fixed abilities from the genes)
Increased flexibility: Robustness to changes in the 
environment (i.e. changes of the fitness function)
Learning has a cost: 
− If learning of the same tasks increases fitness over many 

generations then those individuals have a relatively higher 
fitness that produce (parts of) these results by their 
genetically fixed abilities

Selective pressure may lead to a translation of learned 
abilities into genetic information!

Computational study: Hinton & Nowlan: How learning can guide evolution (1987)
(see M. Mitchell, Chapter 3)



Memetic Algorithms

1st generation: Hybrid algorithms
− evolutionary algorithm + local refinement 

(development and learning)

2nd generation: Hyper-heuristic MA (Lamarckian)
− includes evolution of the learning algorithm(s) by 

selection of memes

3rd generation: Co-evolution, self-generating MA
− co-adaptation of the representation of memes 

including discovery of new memes



Hybrid GA:
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